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Modern technology and the
scholarly expertise of

OU alumnus P. Kyle McCarter Jr.
are unlocking the secrets of a
2,000-year-old treasure map.

The Copper Scroll is shown here as it was discovered in a cave in a
remote Judean desert canyon. Originally a single scroll broken in
halfbefore being placed in the cave nearly 2,000 years ago, the Copper
Scroll lists the locations ofthe temple treasure hidden in the wilderness
to escape confiscation by the invading Roman army.

Photos on cover and pages 7 and 8
by Bruce & Kenneth Zuckerman,

West Semitic Research /Photo Edit,
courtesy of the Jordanian Department of Antiquities.
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by Ben Fenwick

he story of
the Dead
Sea Scrolls
began sim

ply . According to one
account, two young
Bedouin, probably look-
ing for treasure, were
exploring the small
caves in a remote can-
yon ofthe Judean desert,
southofthe ancientholy
city of Jerusalem . The
boys searched by cast-
ingstones into each cave
to see if anything was
inside . Suddenly one of
their stonesbroke some-
thing in a cave high on
the cliff.

Darkness was ap-
proaching, and the cave
was a long, scary climb
away . The boys ran
home to gather courage
for another day . One of
the boys, Muhammad
'ed-Din,' returned to find
the cave filled with clay
jars . Thejars contained
the first ofthe Dead Sea
Scrolls, considered the greatest archaeological
late 20th Century .

Collectively the Dead Sea Scrolls are hundreds ofhand-
written religious texts in Hebrew and Aramaic, all approxi-
mately 2,000 years old . Included are the oldest known
manuscripts of books from the Bible .

But there is more to the story . This monumental schol-
arly find has a glittering footnote in the discovery of the
Copper Scroll . Telling a storyonlyrecentlybeing accepted as

Back at his desk in Johns Hopkins' department of Near East
studies, Kyle McCarter examines prints of Copper Scroll
photographs taken by Bruce and Kenneth Zuckerman at the
Museum ofAntiquities in Amman, Jordan.

find of the

factual, the Copper
Scroll is nothing less
than a map to the an-
cient treasure of
Jerusalem's temple .
Scroll scholar and OU
graduate P . Kyle
McCarter Jr . says no
one is more surprised
at the contents than the
Dead Sea Scroll schol-
ars themselves .

"The Copper Scroll
contains 64 locations of
caches, hidden trea-
sure," McCarter says,
"most of it large
amounts of silver and
gold-not the sort of
thingwe're supposed to
find in ancient docu-
ments . It sounds like
someone'simagination .
It sounds like Indiana
Jones."

In fact, scroll schol-
ars are fortunate to
have anything at all to
study . By all the odds,
the Dead Sea Scrolls,
including the Copper

some point over the 2,000Scroll, should have perished at
years oftheir existence . Initially they lay inside limestone
caves, sometimes enclosed in ceramicjars, often open to the
elements . When discovered by Bedouin tribesmen, they
sometimes were cut into strips and sold to scholars a piece
at a time for exorbitant amounts .

Particularly extraordinary is the survival ofthe Copper
Scroll . Hammered onto a roll ofcopper, it lay in the only cave
discovered by archaeologists .
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"The cave was constructed with a
large anteroom in the front, and in the
back, a much smaller room," McCarter
says . "So much was found therejars
with scrolls in them, scrolls without
jars, articles of clothing-that the ar-
chaeologists felt the cave once was
filled from the floor to the ceiling with
material before it was sealed ." Hidden
far inside the cave, separated from the
other scrolls for added security, the
Copper Scroll nearly was overlooked .

"After excavating the caves they
decided to take one last look in the
small back room," McCarter explains .
"In a dark corner, they saw what ap-
peared to be two rolls of leather . A
slightly closer glance showed they

were not leather but metal . The rolls
were removed from the cave, and it
was announced to the world that not
only were other manuscripts found
but also two Copper Scrolls ."

Actually this latter find was a single
scroll that had broken in half some-
time before being hidden in the cave .
But the problem the ancients may
have encountered in craftingthe scroll
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was nothingcompared to the challenge
presented to modern scholars attempt-
ing to study it . The copper had crys-
tallized over the centuries in the cave,
making the artifact brittle and very
difficult to handle . It could not even
be unrolled for reading because the
substance that had once been copper
would crumble when touched .

Eventually, after much discussion,
the scroll scholars made the unfortu-
nate decision to cut the scroll into
strips to be dismantled and read . The
work was performed by an engineer in
an English laboratory. Although the
process damaged the scroll severely,
the surface now could be photo-
graphed . These grainy, black-and-

white photos, made in the late 1950s,
were for years the only text available
to scholars for translation .

Those translations of the ancient
Hebrew text stirred immediate con-
troversy. The initial translator, a Ger-
man scholar, believed the Copper Scroll
gave the exact locations of the trea-
sure ofthe great temple of Jerusalem,
constructed by Herod the Great. The
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treasure was hidden shortly after the
time of Christ, during the Roman in-
vasion . The scholarly community was
skeptical .

Treasure maps just are not found
very often, despite the Hollywood im-
age of archaeology, and no treasure of
the magnitude described in the Cop-
per Scroll ever has been found . Even
the tomb of King Tutankhamen did
not yield anything to compare with
the 600 metric tons of gold and silver
catalogued in the Copper Scroll . The
account was dismissed by scholars as
mere fantasy . The scroll, newly
mounted in a special displaycase, was
returned to the country ofJordan and
sat in the museum of antiquities, vir-

The initial
translator believed
the Copper Scroll
gave the exact
locations of the

treasure of the great
temple of Jerusalem,

constructed by
Herod the Great.

During his first trip to Jordan to
examine the Copper Scroll, Kyle
McCarter, right, visited the ruins
at Jerash, north of Amman, the
site oftheDecapolis city ofGerasa .
TheDecapolis wasaconfederation
of Greco-Roman cities sponsored
by the successors ofAlexander the
Great to promote Greek culture.
With McCarterarefellow scholars
Eric Myers, left, and Walter Rast.

tually ignored for years .
Then McCarterentered the picture .
McCarter is the son of Pete Kyle

McCarter, forwhom the McCarterHall
of Advanced Studies in the Oklahoma
Center for ContinuingEducation com-
plex is named . The elder McCarter
was OU's academic vice president un-
der President George L . Cross and the
institution's first provost under Presi-
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dent J. Herbert Hollomon . Kyle
McCarter graduated from OU in 1967
with a bachelor's degree in English .
He then pursued a master's in divinity
at McCormick Theological Seminary
in Chicago, intending to enterthe min-
istry . ButProvidence had other plans .

While earning a 1974 doctorate from
Harvard University's department of
Near Eastern languages, McCarter
became known in academic circles for
his study of ancient stone inscriptions
in Hebrew, Aramaic and other ancient
languages . He now chairs the depart-
ment ofNear Eastern studies atJohns
Hopkins University in Baltimore,
where he holds the title of William
Foxwell Albright professor of biblical

"To me originally, the Dead Sea
Scrolls were too late historically, too
modern to be of interest," McCarter
says . "My interests were older things .
To me, modern history began roughly
with Alexander the Great."

But a specialist in inscriptions was
needed, since the Copper Scroll's text
was incised using a mallet and chisels,
much like a stone engraving .

Initially McCarter studiedthe Cop-
per Scroll from the old 1950s photo-
graphs . Although what he read was
tantalizing, McCarter needed a clearer
picture of the text to make a definitive
translation . So, in 1988, he traveled
to Jordan to examine the condition of
the scroll .

and ancient NearEastern studies . (At
the time of their discovery, Albright
was the recognized world authority on
the scrolls .)

Because all but one ofthe Dead Sea
Scrolls are written, not engraved,
McCarter at first was surprised to be
asked for his translation expertise .
The scrolls also are quite recent for
McCarter's background .

Upon arrival McCarter was awe-
struck by the enormity of the history
that lay before him . The museum of
antiquities where the scroll resided
was atop the site of the citadel of
Rabat Ammon, besieged by the army
of King David in biblical times .
McCarter immediately sought the co-
operation of the Jordanian govern-
ment .

"The project would not have been
possible without the cooperation of
the Jordanian authorities," says
McCarter . "The museum director put
only one restriction on us, that if we
photographed the Copper Scroll, we
also take steps to conserve it . That's
exactly what he should have done . We
worked on that, I'm happy to say, with
success ."

e had not anticipated his
trip being very fruitful,
since time often destroys
museum pieces, even if

leftundisturbed in a locked case . Metal
artifacts, especially, deteriorate rap-
idly . However, McCarter was amazed
when he inspected the relic that he
had expected to be completely deterio-
rated .

"I discovered, to my delight, that
the Copper Scroll is still there . It has
not disintegrated," McCarter says .
"The principal reason is that it's more
than 99 percent pure copper . It has a
tiny bit of tin in it as a natural alloy .
Therefore, it's not as subject to the
ravages of such things as bronze dis-
ease . It's certainly weathered since its
discovery, but it's in substantially good
shape."

As a result, the Scroll still could be

Bruce and Kenneth Zuckerman
had to transport hundreds of
poundsofphotographic equipment
across the tense Middle East to
Amman, Jordan, to rephotograph
the Copper Scroll with high-res-
olution techniques that allow
enlargements many times over with
no loss or distortion of the image .

rephotographed withmuch more mod-
ern equipment . McCarter enlisted
the help of photographers Bruce and
Kenneth Zuckerman, who are inter-
nationally known for their work pho-
tographing the leather scrolls in
Jerusalem and other inscriptions all
over the world . Transporting hun-
dreds ofpounds ofphotographic equip-
ment across the tense Middle East
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was not easy, but several months after
McCarter had returned home, the
Zuckermans finallyarrived inAmman
and began the photographic project .

The scroll sections were movedindi-
vidually from the display and carefully
mounted, with consideration for light-
ing, then photographed from a variety
ofangles . Several different lenses were
used, including a special high-resolu-
tion lens that allowed the photographs
tobe enlarged many times without loss
or distortion ofthe image . The process
took weeks .

McCarter calls the Zuckermans'
work "the best in the world."

"I can stick one of these photos un-
der a microscope or blow it up as big as
I want," he says . "These are extremely
fine photographs ."

h e fine photography, how-
ever, revealed some fur-
ther deterioration of the
scroll . When McCarter

first saw some of the new photos, he
noticed additionalcrumblingalongthe
edges where the saw had touched the
scroll as it was being cut into strips in
the English laboratory .

"The place the saw touched it in
Manchester had insulted the metal in
a way the ancient cuts didn't,"
McCarter explains . "The metal has
begun to recede . Up to an entire cen-
timeter of material has disappeared
along the cut . Some ofthe old letters
are gone, and we have to rely ontheold
photos for those."

With the Zuckermans' project com-
plete, McCarter began work on the
new photographs . Following the lead
of Bruce Zuckerman, who is a scholar
as well as a photographer, McCarter
also became involved in plans for the
conservation of the Copper Scroll .
Among the plans discussed was a spe-
cial climate-controlled case to house
the Copper Scroll .

In the ongoing conservation effort,
the Copper Scroll subsequently was
sent to a laboratory in Paris, where a
number ofnew technological advances
are being tried to stop the deteriora-
tion . The scroll also has been scanned
with a special X-ray so sensitive that
it can bring out markings that have
been completely obscured by the oxi-
dation of the copper . This develop-
ment is extremely valuable to
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McCarter's preparation of what he
hopes will be the final, definitive trans-
lation of the Copper Scroll .

In his reassessment and retrans-
lation of the Copper Scroll text,
McCarter is exercising extreme cau-
tion, mindful that the scholarly com-
munity has issued its share of false
alarms and shaggy-dog stories . Even
with the Dead Sea Scrolls, many sto-
ries appearing to be factual have
proved to be allegorical tales, such as
a letter released several years ago,
purportedly from Samson to Delilah .
Although the scroll was authentic, the
letter was a common tale being told at
the time, not an actual letter written
by the biblical hero, Samson .

try, "which is in the Valley ofAchor,
beneath the steps that go to the east,
forty lath-cubits : a chest of .silver. The
totality of its weight is seventeen tal-
ents."

Talents are a measurement of
weight used in biblical times . The
exact value of a talent is unknown, as
more than one standard was in use,
often at the same time . The modern-
day equivalent of a silver talent could
be approximately 50 to 100 pounds, or
up to $2,000 per talent . The measure-
ment for gold is slightly higher, with
its value equaling nearly $30,000 per
talent .

This gives special significance to
entries like this one :

	

"In the big pit

Nevertheless, McCarter is con-
vinced that the Copper Scroll docu-
ment was an actual account, not a
fairy tale .

"I don't think it's possible-and al-
most everyone who has worked on the
Copper Scroll now agrees with this-
that it is imaginary . It's too business-
like a document . It's too dull, frankly,
to be a fantastic document."

"In Harubah," begins the first en-

that is within the enclosure of the
peristylion (a small, colonnadedbuild-
ing) in the recesses at the bottom in the
collapsed stone opposite the upper door,
900 talents."
A few of the document's 64 entries

speak of hundreds oftalents of silver,
but McCarter states that the accumu-
lated sum of all the entries is enor-
mous . "Truckloads of gold and silver .
This is why most scholars thought



(the account) must be a fantasy ."
But the amount oftreasure is even

greater than the face value spoken of
in the scroll, for there are also entries
thatmentionothertributes, including
incense . When the scrolls were writ-
ten, the term had ceased being literal
and had come to refer generally to
tithes of precious metals offered to
support the temple and priesthood .
Thus, thisentryhas much more mean-
ing than originally thought : "On the
mound ofKhoklit, vessels of incense ."

So, why are not hundreds of scroll
scholars and archaeologists swarm-
ing to the Middle East to find this
treasure? McCarter says more than a
few have considered it.

"My children always thought their
father worked with the most esoteric
and hard-to-understand subjectthere
was," hejokes . "They finally said,`Ah,
Dad is doing something worthwhile .'
They assume that once this transla-
tion is complete, the nextthingto do is
get thejeep and the gun and the whip
and go into the West Bank and shovel
the gold into the truck and bring it
back . Not exactly what I hadin mind."

McCarter says one scholar who
studied the scroll did try to find a site
described as being on the east slope of

Although no one doubted the
authenticity of the Copper Scroll,
the story it told was too fantastic to
believe. From the late '50s until
McCarter's trip to Amman in 1988,
the scroll lay virtually ignored in a
display case in Jordan's Museum of
Antiquities, shown at left.

the temple in Jerusalem . He went to
the location and began digging, but he
had not gotten very far when he was
arrested by Jordanian officers and de-
ported .
A number ofother conditions work

against that kind of venture. McCarter
says the Valley ofAchor is one ofthe
few references in the text that can be
positivelyidentified. But no one knows
where in that valley the village of

Harubah might have been, let alone
the steps . The problem facedby would-
be Indiana Joneses, McCarter points
out, would be similar to someone who,
2,000years fromnow, mighthearabout
a fabulous treasure located next to a
dumpster, next to the maintenance
plant, inalocationcalledthe University
ofOklahoma in a land called Cleveland
County . In such a case, the treasure
hunters might know where Cleveland
County once was, but the rest would be
guesswork.
"OU might still be there," McCarter

saysoptimistically . "Youmight find the
foundation of what was once the main-
tenance plant. But in any case, that
dumpster will be long gone ."

However, the Copper Scroll is in-
triguingfarbeyond its role asatreasure
map . McCarter believes the scroll was
hammered out by a craftsman whocould
not read, who carefully copied what he
saw from a writtenmodel . Hebases this
conclusion on the factthat some charac-
ters have a few mistakes that a literate
person wouldnotmake. McCarter theo-
rizes that the work was ordered by a
priest, one of the few who knew of the
existence ofthe Copper Scroll . An illit-
erate craftsman wouldnot be able to tell
ofthe treasures or their hiding places .

Also, the scroll is in the "common
Hebrew" of the time, not in the ritual
flourishes of"priestly Hebrew." This is
yet another clue to McCarter that the
document is an actual account from
shortly after the time of Christ, not a
fantasy .

"No one doubts it's an authentic
scroll," McCarter says . "No one doubts
the dates, roughly the middleofthefirst
century of this era. The Copper Scroll
probably was deposited in the cave at
about the same time as the other Dead
Sea Scrolls ."

The informational value of the Cop-
per Scroll is its true treasure, McCarter
contends . This window into the heri-
tage of Judeo-Christian civilization, at a
time ofupheaval, is anunwittingconfir-
mation of times so terrible that the
Hebrews' most prized treasures had to
be hidden in the desert .

Even as businesslike as the docu-
ment is, the scroll still confirms some
ancientaspectsofthe Bible, forinstance,
the reference to the Hakkoz family .

"Ofall places, turn to the Bible, and
you find who the Hakkoz were . They

were one ofthe priestly families in the
time ofNehemiah," McCarter explains .

The family ofHakkoz returned from
exile but was unable to establish its
credentials through its family lineage .
As a result, the Hakkoz were not al-
lowed to participate in the sacrificial
rites of the Temple of Jerusalem but
were assigned the secondary office of
keeping the temple treasury.

"So you have a priestly family in
charge of the temple treasury as the
only people mentioned in the scroll,"
McCarter concludes. "There is no ques-
tion that here is the list of the temple
treasury-probably not the whole trea-
sure but the accumulated religious
tithes collected during the war with
Rome. Instead of being taken to the
temple, as in safer times, it was hidden
in the wildernessoftheJudean Desert ."

But what happened to the treasure
after that? McCarter suggests that the
treasuremayhavebeenreclaimedwhen
the Romans left Jerusalem . Perhaps in
the intervening years, various parts
or maybe all of it-have been looted.
But then, maybe not .

Perhaps the treasure is still there,
waiting to be discovered . During his
study ofthe document, McCarter found
some other exasperating clues . One is
that at the end ofseveral ofthe entries,
one to three Greek characters appear
that seem to have no meaning or rela-
tion to the entry-a code,McCarter sug-
gests.

Then there is the last entry itself,
whichbasicallytells the reader thatthe
riddleofthe treasurecan besolvedifone
finds the other Copper Scroll . Where?
No one knows . The 64 locations men-
tioned in the scroll lie in a roughly
triangular areabounded by Jerusalem,
Jericho and Qumran, the site where
most of the Dead Sea Scrolls were dis-
covered . The treasure locations are all
in dry riverbeds, cisterns, aqueducts
and tombs that existed throughout the
region . The treasure seems to have
been destined one day to return to
Herod's temple, the ruins ofwhich now
lie beneath the modern-day Moslem
shrine ofthe Dome on the Rock.

"But the exact explanation for the
scroll andthetreasureis stillunknown,"
McCarter concludes . "The solution to
the problem is one that we continue to
work on . And that's the mystery ofthe
Copper Scroll ."
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